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ABSTRACT



Digital technology presents opportunities to design novel forms of numerical representation for young children. However, consideration is needed of how design choices may foster certain ideas at the cost of limiting opportunities for children to explore the meaning behind these ideas or alternatives ideas. This paper reflects upon these issues in relation to a novel numerical representation: Digicubes. Keywords



Representation, design, Early Years, Mathematics, Number Introduction



Physical representations, such as wooden blocks, are commonly used in Early Years classrooms to help children explore ideas in Mathematics. With digital technology, it has been possible to evolve these materials, using digital properties to change what information can be presented, and how it can be manipulated. In this workshop, I will present a novel representation of Number designed on an iPad, which has been given the name ‘Digicubes’1. In this paper, I discuss some key properties of this representation, and in doing so, reflect upon a more general design issue for this age group. It is discussed how the design of representations, particularly for younger children, needs to consider a trade-off between focusing children’s attention on particular ideas, and allowing them opportunities to derive meaning about these ideas and consider alternative ways of thinking. Since Frobel’s (1909) gifts, there have a wide range of physical learning materials designed to represent different aspects of number for young children. Drawing upon the External Cognition literature (e.g. Zhang, 1997), we can compare these materials in terms of the information presented and how this information can be manipulated. Digital technology changes the way we can present and manipulate information, thereby creating new possibilities of designing numerical representations. However, one of their key benefits is providing activities and feedback, which will shape the way children act upon and interpret the representation. As a result, the paper will extend the themes
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raised in this paper to consider the implications of designing activities for Digicubes. Information provided by Numerical representations



Physical numerical representations utilise visual (and tactile) properties to represent numerical concepts. Cuisenaire Rods (Figure 1) and Stern Blocks use colour and length to represent different numbers. Dienes’ base ten blocks use shape and size to represent the decade structure of number. Pie pieces use shape to represent the part-whole nature of fractions. With all these materials, spatial information plays a key role: materials close together can be considered part of the same numerical group.



Figure 1: Cuisenaire Rods An important question is: how well do these different materials support children’s ideas? Unfortunately, there is little consensus over the effectiveness of manipulatives (McNeil & Jarvin, 2007), or the relative benefits of designs. The main difficulty is that the value of materials will ultimately depend upon a range of factors, including: the concepts to be learned; the activity; the children’s own preferences and ability; as well as the type of material. Instead, designers can look to more theoretical work discussing the role of representations in children’s learning. According to Uttal et al., (2009), children can have significant difficulties in interpreting the symbolic meaning of representations. They therefore advocate efforts to help children link materials to symbolic concepts. Uttal et al., also state the importance of using materials with limited ‘extraneous’ features; that is to say, properties that are not related to the concept domain. One might interpret this suggestion as a design challenge: to develop the structure of materials that have clear correspondence with Number (see also Halford, 1987).



Designing materials to closely correspond to the structure of numbers may therefore support children’s proficiency with this symbolic system. However, we need to ask what opportunities the materials provide for children to infer meaning about numbers; explore the reasons behind certain cultural conventions. For example, why should numbers be considered in groups of ten? Why is it more efficient to represent numbers in a line? Why are half and quarter fraction pieces usually presented before thirds? Such questions are relevant to the work of Martin and Schwartz (2005) who argue that less structured materials provide children with more opportunities to explore alternatives and constrain their own thinking. Digicubes Similar to Cuisenaire Rods, Digicubes use colour and length to represent number (Figure 2,3). As graphical representations, they provide no direct tactile information. Although possible, they do not provide audio information2. Unlike Cuisenaire Rods (but similar to Stern Blocks), the digital rods highlight discreet units within rods. For each length rod (1-10), the materials use a different colour (using the same colourquantity ratio as Cuisenaire rods). Colour was chosen to represent number because it provides a quick way to identify if two quantities are the same or different.



Figure 2: Digicubes on the iPad The key difference of Digicubes (discussed in next section) is the ability to break apart and join rods, with the consequent change in colour. The materials further intend to represent the decade structure of number by re-initiating the colour sequence after ten (Figure 3b) thereby providing a visual shortcut for identifying ten and units. For example, a rod of 19 reflects the colours of ten and nine. As the rod for 20 does not distinguish the two ten rods, the materials are not intended for exploring larger numbers.



Digicubes have therefore been designed to represent the structure of integers to nineteen. However, it is important to reflect on how the materials might hinder children’s opportunities to explore and gain their own meaning about numbers. For example, why is it beneficial to arrange materials in straight lines? (It is easier to count and compare quantities). Why restart the number sequence after ten? (Ten is the culturally decided grouping structure for numbers). Importantly, why do colours change when rods are composed or decomposed? (To highlight quantities that are the same or different). With respect to this last question, Digicubes does provide an option to remove colour. Similarly, we can consider how structuring the materials may prevent children from exploring other ideas, such as how we can group numbers in other ways (e.g. binary or time), or arrange them differently (circular as used for clocks). In other words, by focusing children’s attention on particular number conventions, Digicubes may possibly hinder children’s opportunities for meaning or alternative thinking. Manipulating Numerical representations



With physical materials, information is manipulated by moving objects. Using both hands, children can move objects to represent numerical ideas such as adding, subtracting, dividing or multiplying. Some designs constrain how children can manipulate objects: like an abacus or bead string that allows only ten objects to be manipulated, and only in a line. Digital materials change what information can be manipulated and how it can be manipulated. As well as spatial properties, it is possible to change the colour, shape or size of materials. Importantly, it is possible to dynamically link representations. For example, changing the spatial properties of a digital representation can be linked to changes to symbols (Figure 4). However, simply presenting children with dynamically linked representations doesn’t guarantee they will understand how the forms of representation are related. Children are expected to assume rather than develop their own meaning.



Figure 4: Materials from National Library of Virtual Manipulatives Digicubes



Figure 3: a) Digicubes b) Digicubes representing decade structure 2



A possible design extension will be to use musical notes as well as colour to represent (changes to) numbers



Digicubes use digital properties to achieve something not possible with physical Cuisenaire Rods: colour is dynamically linked to quantity, where changes to quantity result in changes in colour. The colour change is integrated into the materials, so children do not have to link representations located in different places. The materials do not link to formal symbols, but rather use colour to emphasise certain numerical concepts such as how 9 cannot be partitioned into two equal groups or how 9 and 4 put together is the same as 10 and 3.



In order to provide discreet rules for changes of colour, objects are only grouped when they are attached. This is a constraint: discouraging children from grouping objects in other ways. Decisions were also made over how to manipulate materials. The materials act like tiles where single or multiple objects can be manipulated using one finger. It was decided (from evaluative work on how children hold iPads) that only single input (one finger) was necessary, however, this limits the types of actions children can create with the materials which may be important in the gestures they develop (see Edwards, 2009). A multipoint version is in development allowing children to use both hands. Therefore, by deciding how children can manipulate materials, and the resulting effects, it is again possible to consider how the design of Digicubes constrains certain ways of thinking. Providing activities for Numerical representations



How children decide to manipulate materials will be greatly determined by the activities presented. Using physical blocks, teachers can present a wide range of activities, from whole class to individual work, from counting to fraction concepts. Importantly, these activities can be adapted quickly in response to the particular context. Yet, there is one teacher and up to 30 children, and, a key benefit of digital technology is to provide pre-designed activities, with feedback. However, in order to provide feedback, digital activities generally require children to manipulate materials in particular ways. Rather than explore the representation, children may simply focus on manipulating materials to get the right feedback. This may help focus their attention on particular ideas but at the cost of limiting opportunities to consider why these actions are preferable or alternative ways the problem could be approached. In other words, the activities provided with digital materials raise the same issues discussed in the paper when considering the design of representations. Digicubes It would be possible to create activities with Digicubes, however, it has been decided at this stage not to. Instead, adults are encouraged to provide activities for children. One design challenge currently being explored is to use the technology to help the teacher manage activities: by including a means to set up and send materials between devices (between teacher and children, and between children). The aim is that, similar to activities with traditional materials, Digicubes allows for, indeed depends upon, the teacher’s (or parent’s) expertise in helping children derive meaning and explore alternative thinking when manipulating the representation, within the representational constrains discussed previously. Summary



This paper has introduced a novel numerical representation: Digicubes, and used the materials to illustrate an important issue in the design of numerical representations for young children. The design of Digicubes highlights the need to



consider a trade-off between focusing children’s attention on particular numerical conventions and allowing them opportunities to derive meaning about these conventions, and consider alternatives. This issue re-occurs in learning design, and has important implications for how we assess children’s understanding, where current assessment may place too much emphasis on efficient rather than innovative thinking (see Schwartz, Bransford, & Sears, 2005). The contribution of this paper is to present a novel numerical representation as a means to emphasise the significance of this issue when developing materials for younger children, where meaning and creative thinking are significant pedagogical goals. Rather than advocate the benefits of Digicubes, this paper has used the materials to illustrate how the design of digital representations: both the information provided and how this can be manipulated, along with designed activities, can constrain children’s thinking about Number. It is argued that good design in this field requires thorough consideration of how design choices may promote certain ideas at the costs of helping children explore the significance of these ideas or what alternatives are possible. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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